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INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
The data cited in this eBook is drawn from multiple AIIM end-user surveys
conducted during the past 12 months. Sources for each chart are noted
in the heading for each chart matched against the following key:

Introduction
In the first generation of information governance solutions, we assumed
that we could somehow convince knowledge workers to assist us in
the task of “Information Governance” and “Records Management.”
However, the tools available to knowledge workers to create, distribute,
and store content have accelerated faster than our ability to manage
it and control it. This is particularly challenging because the content
created by knowledge workers in their day-to-day personal productivity
activities tends to be the riskiest from the perspective of the legal
department and is a major cause of rising storage costs.
The old manual ways of thinking about this problem have failed. In order
to control this content, it must be captured or classified automatically,
and retention policies must also be applied automatically.
The net-net: Automation of the information governance challenge
is no longer a “nice to have;” it is a strategic imperative for any
organization.
In this eBook, we explore these four issues:
1 The volume of information entering organizations — especially
unstructured information — is accelerating.
2 Traditional manual information governance methods are failing.
3 The governance failure is occurring at three key pressure points:
1 Information “entry points”
2 Information “end points”
3 Policy administration
4 The solution to the explosion of information created by
technology is to automate the governance process.
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1

Getting Ahead of the Digital Transformation Curve, N = 366

2

Automating Governance and Compliance, N = 275

3

Private survey for OpenText, N = 421

4

Enhancing Your RPA Implementation with Intelligent Information, N = 224

5

GDPR After the Deadline, N = 262

6

Leveraging Deep Learning and Machine Learning Capabilities, N = 195

INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
1 – The volume of information entering
organizations — especially unstructured
information — is accelerating.
Information risk is everywhere.
The amount of data stored on electronic systems today is accelerating
and growing at an exponential rate. Data breaches, privacy concerns,
and growing e-discovery costs are changing how organizations approach
the balance between controlling their business data and sustaining worker
productivity and usability. In addition, aged data and poor data hygiene
can further increase organizational inefficiencies, in aggregate costing
billions annually.
And information risk is growing.
Per Guidance Software, 2016, Data Risk & Privacy Survey:
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n For 44% of organizations, protecting customer data is a top concern.
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n 46% say protecting sensitive and private data is a top priority.
n 55% of organizations have serious concerns about private and

sensitive data residing on servers and end points.
But so too is the potential value that can be derived from information by
gaining insights that redefine and reinvent customer experiences.
IF organizations can get in front of the information governance curve.
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Key findings:

18%

expect the volume of data to grow from X to 4.2X in the next
two years.
n Most of this additional data is in unstructured information, not data.
o The 80/20 unstructured information vs. structured information
urban legend is nearly true — 50% say that more than 70%
of the information in their organization is unstructured.
o On average, 62% of the information in an organization that
must be managed is unstructured.
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18%

n Organizations anticipate massive data growth; on average, they
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INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
2 – Traditional, manual methods of governing
information are failing.
The exponential growth of electronic data, especially sensitive
information, presents unique challenges. Due to the sheer volume,
organizations often struggle to understand the data they are
mandated to protect (e.g., what it is, why they have it, whether
they should have it, what value it has, and what risk it poses to the
organization, if any). Gartner predicts that by 2020, “60% of digital
businesses will suffer major service failure due to the inability of IT
security teams to manage digital risk.”
Key findings:
n The 4.2X growth in the volume of data in the next 2

years means information chaos is a problem for 75% of
organizations.
n 35% of organizations believe that over 40% of their information

is ROT (Redundant, Obsolete, Trivial).
n Unstructured information represents an ongoing challenge for

many in automating core business processes. Manufacturing
and warehousing, R&D, case management, and records are
particularly problematic.
n Traditional and manual approaches will no longer suffice. 43%

of organizations see the governance automation problem as
“impossible” or “very difficult.”
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INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
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57%

4 - "Managing unstructured informaon in
this process is a challenge..."
54%

57%
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53%
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Records management
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Records management and archiving

Finance and accounng
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60%

Impossible
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Difficult
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2 - How difficult do you think it would be to transform
the processes related to informaon protecon and
compliance and automate the management of all of
the informaon ed to those processes?
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INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
3 – The governance failure is occurring at three
key pressure points:
a) Information “entry points”
b) Information “end points”
c) Policy administration
In the old world — one in which work was centralized in locations and on
devices “within” the enterprise — it was reasonable to assume that control
could most effectively be maintained by managing security at the firewall.
Information security was largely a function of “keeping the bad guys out.”
Most organizations have not adapted this strategy to the realities of mobile
and cloud computing. They are unable to access data on endpoints,
automatically find and categorize private and sensitive data, leverage
and grow historical data intelligence, validate past categorizations, and
integrate effectively with off-premise cloud-based repositories. They also
usually manage information after it comes into the organization rather than
as it enters.
On top of this, most policies tied to information governance are managed
manually. In a world of manual processes, even keeping these policies up
to date is problematic. Trying to demonstrate compliance in this manual
environment becomes next to impossible.
Key findings:
n For 70% of organizations, key governance processes are less than

50% automated.
n Information “entry points”

o

Information chaos needs to be tackled at its origins — 85%
see failure to digitize and standardize (and automate!)
business inputs as a key Transformation bottleneck.

n Information “end points”

o
o

7
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Only 40% have automated processes to ensure deletion of
personal information.
62% of organizations have essentially given up on the ROT
problem, relegating it to manual approaches or simply
keeping everything.
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n Policy Administration

o

Simply keeping up with governance, risk, and compliance
changes is a huge challenge for 33%, followed closely by
managing all of the information that proves compliance
(24%).

2 - How automated are each of the following core
2 - How
areyour
each
of the following
core
informa
onautomated
processes in
organiza
on?
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100%
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23%
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24%
32%
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36%

16%
36%

29%

15%
29%
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25%
28%
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30%
23%

17%
25%

8%

14%

16%

8%

11%
15%

11%

19%
17%

19%

14%
30%

15%
14%

15%

21%
30%

12%
21%

12%

1- Digizing and standardizing business inputs is one of
1- key
Digizing
and standardizing
business inputs is one of
the
bolenecks
for Digital Transformaon.
the key bolenecks for Digital Transformaon.
Completely disagree
2%
Completely disagree
Somewhat disagree
7%
Somewhat disagree
No opinion
6%
No opinion
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Somewhat agree
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Completely agree

2%
7%
6%
40%

40%
46%
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5 - How do you ensure that personal informaon in email,
5 - How
do you
ensure
personal
informaon
in email,
SharePoint,
shared
drives,
etc.that
is deleted
when
appropriate?
SharePoint, shared drives, etc. is deleted when appropriate?
Don't know

We have no

39%

procedures for
this
18% 40%

3%
Somewhat agree
We have
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procedures
Completely agree
within an ERM
system
39%

We have
manual
procedures
requiring that
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46%

We have
manual
procedures
5 - How do you ensure that personal informaon
in email,
requiring that
SharePoint, shared drives, etc. is deleted when
appropriate?
staff do it
40%
We have no
procedures for
this
18%

Don't know
3%

2 - Describe
the process your organizaon uses to rounely
We have
automated
dispose of data
and content that is no longer needed or equired.
procedures
within an ERM
system
It’s a completely
39% AUTOMATED process.

17%

We have
manual
procedures
21%requiring that
staff do it
40%

It’s mostly an AUTOMATED process.

It’s mostly a MANUAL process.

It’s a MANUAL process.

24%

It’s a completely AUTOMATED process.

17%

Timely and accurate reporng
to regulatory bodies

17%

It’s mostly an AUTOMATED process.

21%

It’s mostly a MANUAL process.

26%

It’s a MANUAL process.

24%

We don’t rounely dispose;
we just keep everything.

12%

3 - What would you consider your organizaon’s biggest
challenge when it comes to regulatory compliance or risk
management? (Choose only one)
Inability to gain insights from
data to idenfy risks

It’s mostly
an AUTOMATED
process.
21%
3 - What
would
you consider
your organizaon’s
biggest
challenge when it comes to regulatory compliance or risk
It’smanagement?
mostly a MANUAL process. (Choose only one)
26%

Managing paperwork/documents associated
with demonstrang compliance
We don’t rounely dispose;
we just keep everything.
Reporng to Board and Execuve
Management

It’s a completely AUTOMATED process.

26%

2 - Describe the process your organizaon uses to rounely
We don’t
rounely
dispose;
dispose of data
and
content
that is no longer
needed or equired.
12%
we just keep everything.

Inability to gain insights from
data
risks
It’stoa idenfy
MANUAL
process.

2 - Describe the process your organizaon uses to rounely
dispose of data and content that is no longer needed or equired.

Managing paperwork/documents associated
with demonstrang compliance
Reporng to Board and Execuve
Management
Timely and accurate reporng
to regulatory bodies

9%

24%

24%
12%

Keeping policy and procedures
up-to-date
Keeping up with new and changing
regulaons and standards

7%

9%
24%
7%
10%
18%
33%

10%

Keeping policy and procedures

3 - What wouldup-to-date
you consider your18%
organizaon’s biggest
challenge
when
it
comes
to
regulatory
compliance or risk
Keeping up with new and changing
33%
regulaons
and standards
management?
(Choose only one)
Inability to gain insights from
data to idenfy risks

9%

Managing paperwork/documents associated
with demonstrang compliance
Reporng to Board and Execuve
Management
Timely and accurate reporng
to regulatory bodies

24%
7%
10%
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INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
4 – The solution to the explosion of
information created by technology
is to automate the governance process.
At the heart of the “something” that needs to change is the adoption of
automated solutions that proactively identify, categorize, and remediate
private or sensitive data across the enterprise. Organizations need deep
levels of insight and control of electronic data and content across all entry
points, end points, file shares, servers, and cloud repositories. This enables
organizations to improve business intelligence, ensure compliance, mitigate
risk, and begin to use information assets to generate business value.

2 - How important would it be to your organizaon’s
compeveness if you could transform the processes
related to informaon protecon and compliance and
automate the management of all of the informaon
ed to those processes?
48%

27%
16%
5%

4%

Key findings:
n Over 50% of organizations see automation of compliance and

A deal
changer

Highly
important

Important

Somewhat
important

Not very
important

governance as “highly important” or “a deal changer.”
n A dramatic change has occurred in the past five years in how

organizations use automated agents in key compliance and
governance functions.
n Organizations view AI/Machine Learning as key to three big

governance challenges:
o Using text analysis to automate document classification
and categorization.
o Identifying and classifying documents during the capture
process as they are being acquired.
o Identifying the underlying content of a document in its context.
n There is significant interest in using Machine Learning to improve existing

CONTENT Services capabilities:
o 71% — RM and preservation
o 71% — Content integration migration
o 68% — Business & collaborative content
o 62% — Transaction and ECM content
n 87% of organizations believe that exploding volumes of incoming

data and content will require the application of Machine Learning
technologies to the task of Information Governance.

2 - Do you use any automated agents to perform any
of the following funcons? (Check as many as apply)
2013

2018

Not used

Pre-migraon data selecon
or metadata mapping
Detect/paron/delete trivial or
non-important content
Measure access frequency
for hierarchical storage

48%

13%

Monitor performance and
resilience of ECM/ERM system

18%
8%

22%

6%
10%

28%
19%
24%
26%

Flag for deleon based on
applicaon of retenon rules
Tag/add metadata
based on rules
Detect security risks and misallocated
access or confidenality
Detect duplicate files

28%

16%
20%
20%
17%

32%
27%

6 - Which are the THREE most important content-centric
AI/Machine Learning use cases to your organizaon?
Allow access to content repositories via
voice interfaces and commands
Support Natural Language
Queries in search

9
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Topic clustering and content
categorizaon to enhance relevance
Beer data loss prevenon by raising
alerts when improper or suspicious
content access paerns are detected

26%
21%
28%
40%

non-important content

28%

16%
10%

Measure access frequency
for hierarchical storage

19%

INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
5%

24% 4%
26%

Flag for deleon based on
applicaon of retenon rules

A deal
changer

16%
Somewhat 20% Not very
important 20% important
32%
17%
27%

Tag/add metadata

basedImportant
on rules
Highly
important

Detect security risks and misallocated
access or confidenality
Detect duplicate files

48%

used
6 - Which are theNot
THREE
most13%important content-centric
Monitor performance and
18%
AI/Machine
Learning
resilience of ECM/ERM
system use cases to your organizaon?
28%

20%

Enhanced
through automac
Detect security
riskssecurity
and misallocated
idenficaon
of sensive content
access or confidenality
Idenfy the underlying content of a document
(e.g. dollar value ofDetect
a contract,
customer
duplicate
files type or
industry and trigger desired workflows accordingly)

21%

40%
27%
33%

27%

35%
21%

Generate automac summaries of documents

Allow access to
content
repositories
via
6 - Within
the
me
span
of the next 24 months,
do you ancipate
26%
voice interfaces and commands
invesng
in
Machine
Learning
capabilies
to
specifically
Support Natural Language
21%
Queries in search
improve
each of the following Content
Services?

28%

Somewhat likely

Definitely not

I have no idea

40%

33%

Content integraon and migraon

36%

35%

Intelligent capture to idenfy and index
documents while scanning them

Automac text analysis for beer categorizaon
and classificaon of documents

Transaconal content/ECM

28%

Generate automac summaries of documents

Business content/collaboraon

34%
21%

33%

26%

Support Natural Language
Queries in search

21%

Topic clustering and content
categorizaon to enhance relevance

28%

Intelligent capture to idenfy and index
documents
while scanning them
Records management
and preservaon

Somewhat likely

Definitely not

36%

35%

I have no idea

33%

23%

33%

Generate
summaries
of documents
Contentautomac
integraon
and migraon

35%
36% 21%

35%

36%

Transaconal content/ECM

22%

24%

23%

26%

34%

28%

6 - Within the me span of the next 24 months, do you ancipate
invesng
in Machine Learning
capabilies
to
Business content/collaboraon
24% specifically
39%
29%
improve each of the following Content Services?
Definitely YES

Very likely YES

Somewhat likely

Definitely not

I have no idea

Records management and preservaon

35%

36%

23%

Content integraon and migraon

35%

36%

22%

6 - Agree or disagree: “Machine Learning will revoluonize
how we approach the task of Informaon Governance.”
44%
40%

Transaconal content/ECM

28%

Business content/collaboraon

29%

35%
26%

39%

29%

35%

21%

Generate automac summaries of documents
Allow access to content repositories via
voice interfaces and commands

26%

34%

22%

6 - Within the me span of the next 24 months, do you ancipate
invesng in Machine Learning capabilies to specifically
improve each of the following Content Services?
6 - Agree or disagree: “Machine Learning will revoluonize
Definitely YES
Very likely YES
Definitely not
I have no idea
how
we approach
theSomewhat
tasklikelyof Informaon
Governance.”
44%
Records management and preservaon

33%
6 - Which are the THREE most important content-centric
Automac text analysis for beer categorizaon
35%
AI/Machine
Learning
use cases to your organizaon?
and classificaon
of documents

23%

36%
27%

35%

Idenfy the underlying content of a document
(e.g. dollar value of a contract, customer type or
industry and trigger desired workflows accordingly)

33%

Intelligent capture to idenfy and index
documents while scanning them

33%

6 - Which are the THREE most important content-centric
AI/Machine Learning use cases to your organizaon?

idenficaon of sensive content

40%

Automac text analysis for beer categorizaon
and classificaon of documents

Automac text analysis for beer categorizaon
and classificaon of documents

Records
management
and preservaon
Enhanced
security through
automac

28%

27%
27%

Idenfy the
underlying
of likely
a document
Definitely
YES content
Very
YES
(e.g. dollar value of a contract, customer type or
industry and trigger desired workflows accordingly)

28%

Intelligent capture to idenfy and index
documents while scanning them

Topic clustering and content
categorizaon
to enhance
Definitely
YES relevance
Very likely YES
Beer data loss prevenon by raising
alerts when improper or suspicious
content access paerns are detected

32%

17%

6 - Within the
me span of the next 24 months, do you ancipate
Beer data loss prevenon by raising
alerts when improper or suspicious
40%
invesng
Machine
Learning capabilies to specifically
content in
access
paerns are detected
Enhanced security
through
automac
improve
each
of
the
following
Content
Services?
27%
idenficaon of sensive content

26%

32%

17%

21%

Idenfy the underlying content of a document
(e.g. dollar value of a contract, customer type or
industry and trigger desired workflows accordingly)

2018

8%
Pre-migraon data selecon
or metadata mapping
22%
Allow access to content repositories via
voice interfacestrivial
and commands
6%
Detect/paron/delete
or
non-important content
28%
Support Natural Language
10%
Measure access frequency
Queries in search
for hierarchical storage
19%
Topic clustering and content
24%
Flag for deleon
based onrelevance
categorizaon
to enhance
applicaon of retenon rules
26%
Beer data loss prevenon by raising
16%
alerts when
improper
or suspicious
Tag/add
metadata
content access
paerns
are detected
based
on rules
20%

20%
20%

Enhanced security through automac
idenficaon of sensive content

2 - Do you use any automated agents to perform any
of the following funcons? (Check as many as apply)
2013

based
on rules
Support Natural
Language
Queries in search
Detect security risks and misallocated
Topic clustering
content
access orand
confidenality
categorizaon to enhance relevance
Detect duplicate files
Beer data loss prevenon by raising
alerts when improper or suspicious
content access paerns are detected

24%

39%
13%

Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor
disagree

2%

1%

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6 - Agree or disagree: “Machine Learning will revoluonize
how we approach the task of Informaon Governance.”
44%
40%
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40%
13%
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INFORMATION GOVERNANCE

Final Thoughts —
We are gathering information
at unprecedented scale —
this isn’t new. What is new is
that for the first time we have
tools to make sense of it.
The massive growth in information creates significant risks
for organizations. But it also creates opportunities heretofore
unknown to create new value and experiences for both internal
and external customers.
If organizations can free knowledge workers from the
mundane tasks associated with information governance
— knowledge workers never really wanted to worry about
records management and governance to begin with — there
is tremendous opportunity for them to more fully utilize and
optimize information assets.
The opportunity begins by embracing AI and machine
technologies that allow organizations to automate the
process of information governance.
Without these technologies, organizations are at risk of drowning
in a sea of information chaos. With them, organizations can shift
their focus to enhancing customer experiences.
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DEVELOPED GOVERNANCE
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:
INFORMATION

About OpenText
OpenText™ Content Services help organizations Connect Content to
their Digital Business.
OpenText Content Services include comprehensive capture, content
management and archiving solutions, all available in the cloud, onpremise or in flexible hybrid configurations.
OpenText Content Services help organizations connect content to their
digital business and transform to become Intelligent and Connected
Enterprises by enhancing:
The Digital Workplace
• Enabling the preferred productivity methods of a new generation
of knowledge workers
• Providing simple, intuitive tools that drive creation, sharing
and collaboration
• Delivering relevant content to users in context of daily tasks
The Digital Business
• Extending into lead applications such as SAP®, Salesforce®,
and Microsoft®
• Applying metadata and governance rules—automatically
and consistently
• Leveraging AI and machine learning for analytics and management
Governance and Security
• Automating content lifecycle management
• Implementing industry and government compliance protocols
• Applying industry-leading security technology
OpenText Content Services Platforms are perennially recognized
as Leaders by the most respected analyst firms.
Learn more about OpenText Content Services at

opentext.com/ecm

What’s Next?
The CIP Can Help You and Your Organization Navigate the World of IIM.
Now is not the time to wait on your Digital Transformation initiative. IIM practices and
methodologies are critical to your success, and AIIM can help. Digital disruption
calls for digital leaders with the skills and experience to optimize information
assets and transform business. Become that leader now through AIIM’s Certified
Information Professional (CIP) program.
AIIM worked with industry experts and focus groups to define the body of
knowledge necessary for information professionals understand core IIM practice
areas and methodologies, built a certification and test based upon this body of
knowledge that is available at locations around the world, and created a set of
training courses and materials to help information professionals prepare for the
examination.
The path to CIP should be fairly simple for information practitioners who already
have expertise and work experience. AIIM has a number of resources that can help
practitioners at all levels prepare to become a Certified Information Professional:

n CIP Data Sheet
n CIP Exam Outline
n CIP Study Guide (free to professional members;
nonmember fee is $60 USD)
n AIIM Training Courses
n Online CIP Prep Course
n In-Person CIP Prep Classes
n Practice Exam
CIPs reflect a more integrated, more holistic view of information management.
Changes in one process, technology, or practice invariably affect others in the
organization. CIPs are able to see the forest and the trees and understand and
plan for these outcomes. Because of this, CIPs will identify and understand changes
that could cause compliance issues, thereby reducing liability.
Organizations that manage their information more effectively enjoy reduced costs,
faster time to market, increased revenues and cash flow, and increased business
agility. CIPs are uniquely positioned to help organizations achieve these benefits
because they understand the interactions between different information intensive
processes and activities.
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Here at AIIM, we believe that information is your most important asset and
we want to teach you the skills to manage it. We’ve felt this way since
1943, back when this community was founded.
Sure, the technology has come a long way since then and the variety
of information we’re managing has changed a lot, but one tenet has
remained constant. We’ve always focused on the intersection of people,
processes, and information. We help organizations put information to work.
AIIM is a non-profit organization that provides independent research,
training, and certification for information professionals.
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